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About This Game

In this turn based RPG for Windows you play as a young mercenary and travel from soul to soul to avenge your fiance and her
family. While finding a way to change the flow of past events, you will encounter many obstacles and meet new allies. Will you

be brave enough?

This game aims to revive nostalgic moments for good old RPG fanatics (such as Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy 3...). Our game
has no game over screen; once the hero dies, his soul is sent to the underworld, to meet the Soul Giver. At this point, it is

possible to re-embody a new body (therefore several choices of classes: Warrior, Assassin, Mage, Hunter ...). In addition, once a
character masters a technique, it is learned permanently in the mind of the hero. It is therefore possible to transfer a warrior's

ability to a magician. This leads toward interesting gameplay combinations.
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What makes the game unique and fun to play:
- Dark, mysterious and ever-changing storyline

- Unique class & death system
- High replay value.

- Various treasure hunting.
- Easy crafting system

If you are a fan of old good RPG games, this one is surely for YOU!
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Title: Memories of a Vagabond
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Publisher:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/7/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Pentium 4 2.8GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with at least 32MB of RAM

Storage: 190 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound Card

Additional Notes: Logitech/Xbox 360 controller or a keyboard

English
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6BS7LJ8GHCI
This is a fantastic MS-DOS Classic from my Childhood days!

If Duke Nukem has a twin separated at birth, it's got to be Halloween Harry! But don't let his name fool you, he's no Pumpkin
Head. In Fact, the Earth is in Big Trouble & on the verge of a hostile takeover by aliens intent on turning humans into mindless
slave zombies, who can be used in their conquest of the universe.

Harry's called into action to Space Station Liberty, Standing Tall and given orders by Diane to penetrate the alien ship which has
burrowed itself underneath New York City (Halloween Harry 1.1 Version) or Attaching itself to a Skyscraper Antenna (Alien
Carnage Version).

With 4 Different Missions to play & Arsenal of 5 Different Weapons (Flamethrower, Photon Blaster, Thermal Grenades, Heat
Seeking Missiles, Micro-Nukes and The Awesome Omega Smart Bomb), you'll be able to save the planet again and again!

In addition, I've found a way to switch between Alien Carnage & Halloween Harry 1.1 by means of a Custom Installation. See
my Alien Carnage\/Halloween Harry Codes & Secrets Guide for more Details.

On 1-1-2016, the 3D Realms Anthology has been discontinued. We'll miss you, Apogee Software!. I bought it and later realised
i couldnt play it because of uplay needing confirmation codes and i cant find the code and so i ant play this game which i have
really looked forward to. :,(. Edit: Pass this game by, the 30 day turns ruin the game and the only purpose they serve is to
artificially help the AI. There needs to be a mod or DLC that changes the turn length to a week or so might make this game
believable.

Old review -
Boring and generally a bad design, but it gets points for trying. There are so few real (non-RTS) based strategy games, you could
give this one a try. The game is complex and deep, but, by far, the biggest challenge is overcoming the game design. DO NOT
PLAY FOR HISTORICAL ACCURANCY. The names, dates, and locations are accurate, but the game play isnt. Ai runs single
units around like mice, 30 day turns are used to help AI seem smarter, senarios are made with pre-planned outcomes (no what-
ifs). Some of the senerios play out as if it has scripted AI. If the senario wants the AI to get to a town, your army will stop
moving. In my current game my army is plotted with a 28 day move up only moves one zone per turn just so the AI can get
ahead. IF my army is limited in some way the game should not display my total move as 28 days.

 I would have returned this game, but I am over the time limit. I recommend people to play for 30 miuntes and if you have ANY
doubts, return it without a second thought

Edit #2: Most importantly, the game is unrealistic and feels broken because of the one month turns. You can have an enemy
army on the other side of a river and you decide "I will attack". It might take 2 days to cross the river. Once you end turn you
will waste 30 days to start the battle. If the enemy retreats one zone, you are 30 days behind. The Ai will detatch units and run
them around your flanks and run across a dozen zone before you can even engage one of their units. No general in history stuck
to a one month plan no matter what. This alone makes the game unhistoric. In one of my turns I was determined to use all of my
30 days of my turn and I ran my army around in a circle. This was one of my single greatest turns because I caught so many 1
and 2 unit armies that the AI made.

It is unbeliveable to think that Caeser would say -"Ok troops we are going to march North for 30 days." Sergent says -"North
Sir? The scouts say the enemy might be on our west flank." Caeser replies - "Well we will march for 30 days and see what
happens after that." THIS WHOLE GAME IS BUILT AROUND SEEING WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 30 DAYS HAVE
PAST.

The game does not make it clear what is important and what isnt. And things that are important are not emphasized. The UI is a
pain and is not clear. It took a bit of reading in the maual to figure out the "build" button was actually a little Eagle figure that
looks like UI artwork, not a button. I just count that the UI has about 56 differnent elements and all of them look like boxes or
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buttons, execpt two. WHY JUST THOSE TWO? Its like they got toward the end of the design then saw the UI looked ugly
without art work, but simultaneously realized they needed two more buttons. Game designers - "Hey lets throw the players a
curve ball and make these two artwork pieces actually buttons! PROBLEM SOLVED!"

While playing the first campaign after the tutorial, I have got to a point where all of my armies are immobile ("not active" in
game terms) and I cant move anything, and the game does not make it clear why. Obviously there is a reason, but darned if I
know it. It is bad when I have to fight 6 armies in this campaign and I cant move any of my own.

Edit #1: Forgot to mention how hard it is to read the text on some of the windows. Tiny black text on medium gray background.
I cant tell if it is the text reading or the game that is giving me a headache.. One of the best singleplayer VR games I've played,
but I have a few suggestions.

1. Plants don't last long enough.
2. Make controls more customizable, including an option for smooth turning. Maybe this could be the first VR game to have
completely rebindable controls.
3. Make comets occur less. I'm not sure how they spawn right now, but for me it seemed like one after another.. For me this
game is not what I hoped for. The only good thing about these kind of games is story and observation, which this game lack.
But, you may like it.. The greatest shouting match simulator of all time
Now with window-breaking action!

 Battler can grope people. 10/10 would grope male characters again . Basically got this for free with the sale, so let's go.

First off we have the Classic Black Panther pack. Original level, several characters I've never heard of, and Klaw looks like a
Klown. 10\/10.

Next is the Captain Marvel pack. Based off of comics, ends on a cliffhanger, so it's an advertisment. Cool plane though. 9\/10.

ANAD Doctor Strange. Fun level, fun characters, probably also based off of comic. 10\/10

Agents of SHIELD. Ming-Na Wen provides original voice acting, eventually recognizable characters, nice attention to detail.
10\/10.

Masters of Evil. Somewhat interesting level, fun characters, everybody looks like clowns. 8\/10

Avengers Explorer pack. Starbooster Armor, Hammerhead Armor, Iron Skull. No complaints here. 10\/10. Fundamentally
cruddy, broken and unfinished, an opportunity gone to waste.

The UI and menus are an eyesore and mostly don't make any sense and furthermore aren't even translated (from Russian) in
some places despite setting the language to English.

There's supposedly lots of content, cars, tracks and customization, yet every race plays and feels the same, which in MadOut's
case is not a good thing. There's no objectives, tracks are extremely linear and bland, the cars handle like shopping carts and the
weapons don't really do anything at all.

All the advertized visual settings don't do anything for the game because even maxed out it's painful to look at. Mind you most
of the sceenshots and even the trailer video are heavily post processed, for a good reason.

MadOut needs a complete rework in order to justify any kind of pricetag.
Do not buy this; it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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....Toyota Celica ST185 Carlos Sainz Edition! - i really love this Rallycar! What a legend! ....Nice .... Assetto Corsa ist one of
the best Simulation Games ever created!. I like to play as Aru and so should you.. it's identical to the normal talion outfit.. This
game is a short blast of fun.
Smashing Stores is epic especially when activating multipliers.
Abilities is a plus when destroying the mall.

but after unlocking all abilities, the game stops to offer anything more.
It lacks content, different mall structures and some challenges

people running around without clue to the point the run toward your car to die.
Controlling is bad, so add controller support is a plus.
performance is bad as my laptop with gtx 1060 crank to max, but game is still playable.
the mouse doesn't move across the whole screen, which make selecting stuff in the menus hard

overall, this game is suitable to challenge a friend to a high score

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kM54xSpAz5w

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sj3cybJciyQ
. I liked this game. I have a gaming computer so I never noticed a performance issue so I can't speak in regards to that. I didn't
find that the game was too difficult either. You do need to be willing to switch out what types of beast you are using according
to what your opponants do, so it'll change your attack style. Since there's quite a lot of options available you shouldn't have
trouble finding ones that you like to use.. good game but poor framerate in areas.(GTX 1080). The game have a nice game
concept.
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